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ABSTRACT
Shared autonomy systems enhance people’s abilities to perform
activities of daily living using robotic manipulators. Recent systems
succeed by irst identifying their operators’ intentions, typically by
analyzing the user’s joystick input. To enhance this recognition,
it is useful to characterize people’s behavior while performing
such a task. Furthermore, eye gaze is a rich source of information
for understanding operator intention. The goal of this paper is to
provide novel insights into the dynamics of control behavior and
eye gaze in human-robot shared manipulation tasks. To achieve this
goal, we conduct a data collection study that uses an eye tracker
to record eye gaze during a human-robot shared manipulation
activity, both with and without shared autonomy assistance. We
process the gaze signals from the study to extract gaze features like
saccades, ixations, smooth pursuits, and scan paths. We analyze
those features to identify novel patterns of gaze behaviors and
highlight where these patterns are similar to and diferent from
previous indings about eye gaze in human-only manipulation tasks.
The work described in this paper lays a foundation for a model of
natural human eye gaze in human-robot shared manipulation.
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1

INTRODUCTION

To be useful partners, robots that collaborate closely with people
must predict their partners’ goals or identify when they are having
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Figure 1: Eye gaze detected in real time through a worn eye
tracker can reveal human mental states and guide robot assistance in human-robot shared manipulation tasks.
trouble with a task. Human-robot shared manipulation represents
a special case of collaboration, in which people and robots jointly
control the same robotic end efector. Because it is an especially
close collaboration, human-robot shared manipulation particularly
beneits from building this understanding.
One key application of human-robot shared manipulation is for
physically assistive robots. Assistive robots, particularly wheelchairmounted robot arms, provide a lexible, mobile, highly dexterous
tool for performing activities of daily living without a caregiver’s
assistance. These robots are typically teleoperated by their user
through a joystick or other input device, enabling users to grasp
and move objects. For example, people can use the robot arm to eat
by spearing bites of food on a fork in the robot’s hand (Fig. 1).
Assistive robot control has been improved with shared autonomy
algorithms, which reduce the amount of control people need to exert
by 1) predicting people’s goals and 2) taking assistive actions toward
those goals [5, 27, 28, 33]. In order to accurately predict people’s
goals, the system must use a prior understanding of how humans
behave while controlling a robot. State-of-the-art shared autonomy
methods (e.g., [5, 33]) rely exclusively on monitoring direct user
input to the robot system. That is, the system’s predictions of user
goals are based on input signals from a synthetic interface such
as a joystick. In this paper, we show that humans generally follow
some predictable patterns while providing joystick control.
In addition, we explore another source of information for goal
recognition: eye gaze. People constantly and automatically communicate their goals, future actions, and mental states through their
eye gaze behavior [9, 26, 31, 35, 46, 65]. If we can leverage these
unconscious, natural, revealing signals of intent, we can improve
the ability of shared autonomy systems to understand how to assist.
Using eye gaze for shared autonomy algorithms requires understanding gaze patterns during the interaction. The psychological
literature has characterized gaze behavior of people performing
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Figure 2: In this study, the Kinova MICO was operated in
six DOFs with a two-DOF joystick. Fewer input DOFs means
mode switching is required to control the robot.

certain manipulation tasks with their own hands, like moving objects around obstacles [35] or making tea [47]. These studies show
that gaze follows the objects involved in the task [26] and that
eye gaze precedes hand motion [35, 46]. However, there is little
information about eye gaze while operating a robot arm. In this
paper, we provide novel insights into the dynamics of eye gaze
in human-robot shared manipulation tasks. As the results show,
human-robot shared manipulation elicits distinct gaze patterns.
This paper’s contribution follows these three steps:
(1) We conduct a data collection study to record eye gaze during
a human-robot shared manipulation task, both with and
without shared autonomy assistance (Section 3),
(2) We apply signal processing algorithms to the data to extract
eye gaze and task features (Section 4), and
(3) We analyze those features to identify control and gaze behavior during human-robot shared manipulation (Section 5).
The resulting data supports several conclusions about control
and gaze behavior in this interaction. People’s joystick use is heavily
axis-aligned and depends on the assistance mode. People’s pupil
sizes also increase when they operate the joystick, suggesting that
pupil response is linked to task activity. In addition, we ind a
distinct pattern of visual monitoring of the robot end-efector during
translation and not rotation. Finally, our results show that gaze
patterns when people are involved in the shared manipulation task
difer from when people watch a robot perform the task without
input. This work provides the basis for new models of human
behavior, particularly using eye gaze, during human-robot shared
manipulation. These insights can help us build gaze-responsive
shared autonomy to improve robots’ assistance capabilities.

2

RELATED WORK

Shared autonomy for assistive robots. The current work is motivated by improving shared autonomy for physically assistive
robots. Activities of daily living, such as pouring a glass of water or
picking up a bite of food, present signiicant challenges to people
with upper motor disability. Robot manipulators such as the Kinova
JACO and MICO [39], and the Exact Dynamics iArm [16] provide a
platform for accomplishing these tasks using simple input devices.
Assistive robots can be challenging to control, however, because
positioning the end efector in 3D space requires managing six degrees of freedom (DOFs). Controlling this many DOFs is a challenge,
especially for people with motor disabilities. Input devices may be

limited to a two-DOF joystick or even a single DOF through a sip-npuf device or a head array switch. To translate low-dimensional input into high-dimensional robot control, users must toggle through
control modes to access their desired degree of freedom (Fig. 2),
increasing the time and cognitive load required to complete a task.
Shared autonomy algorithms address this control problem by trying to predict the operator’s goal, then providing robotic assistanceÐ
combined with existing user controlÐto complete that goal [5, 27,
33]. To do so, shared autonomy systems use models of human behavior to try to predict the user’s goal from their control input. Shared
autonomy algorithms can reduce the amount of time required to
grasp an object [33] and can automatically put the robot in the
correct control mode for the user’s current goal [27]. Some research
has proposed methods for gaze-responsive shared autonomy [3],
but this work is in its earliest stages.
Natural gaze in psychology and HRI. Psychologists have established that eye gaze is an important part of human-human interactions, revealing people’s mental states and facilitating cooperation [6, 7, 13, 38, 41]. Eye gaze is especially useful for communicating about objects and locations in the environment. People look at
objects one second or less before referencing them [22, 24, 69], and
listeners can use this gaze communication to predict their partner’s
reference [9, 61] and disambiguate unclear language [1, 24]. When
people act to manipulate objects, their gaze typically reaches the
target before they even begin moving their hands [46], and shifts
to the next target before their hands reach the current target [35].
Objects that are not task-relevant are rarely gazed at [26]. This
work aims to identify whether similar gaze patterns exist during
human-robot shared manipulation.
There is a robust body of research investigating eye gaze in
human-robot interactions [2]. In the domain of manipulation, researchers have developed robot behavior models that use eye gaze
to predict human intentions during collaborative object manipulations [56] and handovers [23, 62]. Robot motion planners can
optimize trajectories so that objects remain visible to people during
handovers [60] and teleoperation [28], improving the efectiveness
of the robot’s actions. Nevertheless, gaze behavior during comanipulation remains unexplored.
Eye tracking as input signal. By combining eye tracking technology with machine learning, multiple works have identiied
users’ activities and actions based on eye movements, both in postexperimental analysis (e.g. [11, 18, 19]) and online (e.g., [10]). HRI
researchers have used head-mounted eye trackers to guide robot
behaviors that are sensitive to real-time human gaze, such as cooperative and responsive gaze behaviors during conversation [67, 68],
natural gaze during game-playing [51], and anticipatory assistive
actions from a manipulator robot [30]. In driver activity recognition
during conditionally autonomous driving, eye tracking is used in
real time to trigger assistive driving systems [10].
Eye tracker data can also reveal mental states like cognitive load.
There is a well-studied correlation between pupillary dilation and
cognitive factors such as workload [12], fatigue [34], surprise [42],
attention [17], and emotional arousal [21]. This efect is called the
task-evoked pupillary response (TEPR), which denotes the change
in pupil diameter that is caused by a speciic task [8]. In this work we
analyze pupil sizes during various phases of shared manipulation.
The main challenge when using pupillary information is the noise in

the pupillary signal, which arises due to changes in the illumination
or other persistent conditions; various methods have been presented
to compensate for these variations [37, 45, 49, 52].

3

DATA COLLECTION STUDY

We begin by collecting gaze and input data during a human-robot
shared manipulation task. We conducted a data collection study
to investigate eye gaze during human-robot shared manipulation
with and without assistance. Details about this data collection can
be found in prior work [32], but we summarize them here.

3.1

Design

We designed a within-subjects study to simulate eating, an important activity of daily living. Participants sat in front of a plate
containing three bite-sized morsels of food (marshmallows and
cake, chosen for their spearability) and were asked to spear one of
the three morsels using a fork held in the end-efector of a Kinova
MICO robot (Fig. 1). To do so, participants maneuvered the robot
above their desired piece of food using a 2-axis joystick. They then
pressed a button that prompted the robot to autonomously lower
the fork, spear the food, and serve it to the participant.
Because many degrees of freedom (DOFs) are required to complete this task, the robot was operated in modal control, where
each mode corresponded to two DOFs operated by the two joystick
axes (Fig. 2). One control mode moved the robot in the x and y
directions along a single plane parallel to the table; a second control
mode moved the robot in the z direction and also controlled the
yaw rotation of the end efector; a third mode controlled the pitch
and roll orientations of the end efector.
Participants completed the task multiple times under four levels
of robot assistance:
(1) Teleoperation: participants fully controlled the robot using
the joystick with no assistance
(2) Autonomy: the robot autonomously selected one morsel at
random and speared it without participant intervention
(3) Shared autonomy: the robot attempted to predict the participant’s target morsel and assist toward retrieving that morsel
using a state-of-the-art shared autonomy framework [33]
(4) Blend: the robot and human provided separate control inputs
which were combined through an arbitration function based
on the robot’s conidence [15].
Condition (1) mimics how current users of the Kinova MICO
robot primarily interact with their device [48]. Other than some preprogrammed motions, people generally control the MICO directly
using the same interface they use to drive their powered wheelchair.
Condition (2) represents the opposite end of the assistance spectrum: the robot acts completely autonomously. In this mode, the
robot used a wrist-mounted depth camera to identify morsel positions automatically, then plans and executes a path to the target.
In the two assistance conditions (3 and 4), the robot combines
the user’s joystick control with some autonomous control based
on predictions of the user’s intent. The shared autonomy method
(condition 3) models the user as a partially observable Markov
decision process (POMDP), where user goals are the latent states
and joystick inputs are the observations [33]. The robot then assists
toward goals by solving the POMDP for the optimal action using

hindsight optimization. The blend method (condition 4) calculates
an autonomous robot policy and blends it with the human’s joystick
input based on the robot’s conidence. Until the robot is within a
conidence threshold of a morsel, the robot provides no assistance,
so control efectively replicates teleoperation.
We collect gaze using the Pupil Labs Pupil [53], a head-mounted
eye tracker, which consists of two cameras worn on a glasses-like
frame. An IR camera records the eye, and a forward-facing camera
records the world. Software provided by the eye tracker locates the
pupil position in the frame of the eye camera and matches it to a
pixel location in the world camera through a degree-2 polynomial
mapping, calibrated by having the user look at speciic points.

3.2

Procedure

We recruited 24 able-bodied participants from the local community
(11 male, 13 female, ages 19 to 59). Participants were compensated
$10 for their participation. One participant was excluded from the
inal analysis for failure to follow directions.
First, participants were instructed on how to control the robot
and given about 5 minutes to practice, in order to reduce the efect
of novelty. Then, participants completed ive trials under each level
of robot assistance, for a total of twenty trials. All ive trials of one
assistance condition were completed sequentially, and the order of
trials was fully counterbalanced across the participant pool. Each
trial lasted between 30 seconds and 6 minutes, depending on user
success at positioning the fork. The eye tracker was individually
calibrated at the beginning of the study and recorded participant
eye gaze during each trial. Between each trial, the robot was reset
to a constant starting position (about 30 cm above the plate).

4

ANALYSIS

We process the joystick control signals for analysis. We also ilter
and process the raw eye tracker data to extract meaningful features.

4.1

Processing Joystick Input Data

To characterize joystick use, we performed the following featurization. First, we isolated periods of active joystick use by inding
stretches of time during which the magnitude of the joystick input
remained above ϵ = 0.0001 and fusing stretches 0.1 seconds or less
apart. Since joystick motion is highly axis-aligned (see 5.1), we labeled each isolated joystick operation with its primary direction
of motion (forward/back or left/right) and its corresponding robot
twist direction (x, y, z, pitch, yaw, or roll).

4.2

Filtering Gaze Data

Gaze data quality depends heavily on the initial calibration, the
position of the eye tracker over time (i.e., slippage), and individual
user characteristics such as eye lashes, eyelid shape, and makeup.
We collected data from a wide variety of participants, some of whom
yielded high quality gaze data and others who did not. In order to
analyze only high quality gaze data, we established iltering criteria.
First, we excluded any gaze point that the Pupil Labs eye tracker
detected with less than 60% conidence, as recommended by the
vendor. Next, we deined an extended calibration rectangle by taking
the smallest bounding rectangle enclosing all calibration points and
increasing its dimensions by 25% in each direction. Gaze points

near the calibration points (especially those within the convex hull
of calibration points) are likely to be the most accurate; outside the
extended rectangle, the extrapolation is less reliable. In our analysis,
we included only trials with at least 80% of gaze points within the
extended calibration rectangle. This iltering process left us with
36% of the original trials. While our reasonably stringent requirements for quality led to a signiicant reduction in data, this still
represents 95 minutes of data from 155 trials with 16 participants.

4.3

Extracting Gaze Features

Using the eye tracker, we collected the following data at 30Hz: (1)
raw world camera images, (2) the pixel location of the gaze position
in the world camera image (with detection conidence) and (3) pupil
position and shape ellipse in pixels (with detection conidence).
These data can be processed to extract spatio-temporal features of
gaze such as ixations, saccades, and smooth pursuits [37].
Visual ixations maintain the focus of gaze on a single location. Fixation duration varies based on the task, but one ixation is
typically 100 − 500ms, although they can be as short as 30ms [29].
Saccades are rapid, ballistic eye movements (usually between 20 −
200ms) that abruptly change the point of ixation. They range in
amplitude from small movements made while reading to much
larger movements made while gazing around a room. Saccades
can be elicited voluntarily, but they occur relexively whenever the
eyes are open, even when ixating on a target. Smooth pursuit
movements are slower tracking movements of the eyes that keep
a moving stimulus on the fovea. Such movements are voluntary
in that the observer can choose to track a moving stimulus, but
only highly trained people can make smooth pursuit movements
without a target to follow. Vestibulo-ocular movements stabilize the eyes relative to the external world to compensate for head
movements. These relex responses prevent visual images from
slipping on the surface of the retina as head position changes.
4.3.1 Stabilizing vestibulo-ocular movements. We stabilized the
videos to compensate for vestibulo-ocular movements. Since participants’ heads were not stationary during the trials, these movements (head movements with the eyes ixed) appeared identical
to smooth pursuits (eye movements with head ixed), since each
contain smooth motion of the focal point relative to the head frame.
To counteract this efect, we performed ego-motion compensation [40]. Unlike [40], we used feature-based video stabilization,
which is more reliable when moving objects (i.e., the robot) are
present. Throughout the task, a scale-rotation-translation transformation between adjacent frames was detected, using FAST feature
points [54] and HOG features [14] to determine correspondences,
and implemented using MATLAB [50] built-in routines. The transformation was detected using MSac [63], and transforms with more
than 10 inliers were accepted. Gaze points were then transformed
to a common reference frame, and these stabilized gaze points were
used for subsequent analysis. Over all trials, 99.96% of frames had
stable transformations. The presence of stabilization reduced the
rate of pursuit detection from 15.1% to 14.0% of all clusters, indicating that it likely compensated for some vestibulo-ocular motion.
4.3.2 Extracting fixations, saccades, and smooth pursuits. Though
eye movements can be extracted online [36, 59], here we used an

oline multistage detection approach, which allowed us to account
for only high-quality gaze signals. Given that all subjects were positioned roughly at the same distance to the robot arm, no subjectspeciic parameter optimization was performed.
The approach starts by identifying ixation candidates based
on a Dispersion Threshold Identiication (I-DT) [57] ilter with
a minimum duration (durmin ) of 80ms and maximum dispersion
(dismax ) of 25 pixels as implemented by Eyetrace [44].
Although ixations are identiied reliably, smooth pursuits are
clustered in multiple adjacent ixations as the dispersion threshold
is continually exceeded during motion. Thus, adjacent ixation candidate clusters are merged if the dispersion between their adjacent
gaze positions does not exceed dismax . Resulting clusters are then
classiied as


 smooth pursuit if ED > 2 ∗ dismax ;
 ixation
otherwise,

where ED is the Euclidean distance between the irst and last point
in the cluster; this approach favors a more robust detection of longer
pursuits to the detriment of shorter ones.
This process might merge ixations at the beginning or end of
smooth pursuits into the pursuit cluster. Therefore, smooth pursuit
clusters are analyzed with a second I-DT pass (durmin = 300 ms,
dismax = 5 pixels) to separate and reclassify such ixations correctly.
Remaining non-classiied gaze points are set to


 saccade if pupil conidence > 0.6 ;
 noise
otherwise.

4.3.3 Identifying gaze points in the world. In general we did not
attempt to identify the target of gaze points in the world, for two
reasons. First, we want to focus our analysis on the dynamics of gaze,
using features that can be extracted online from gaze movements.
There is evidence that gaze dynamics alone can reveal much about
an interaction, and our results support this observation. Second,
our study was not set up to reliably recognize the real-world targets
of gaze. To robustly identify the relevant objects in the scene, either
a detector would need to be trained or the videos would need extensive manual coding, which was beyond the scope of this project. In
the future, iducial markers can simplify this detection problem in a
constrained environment; robust object detection in unconstrained
environments is an active topic of computer vision research.
However, we did manually classify glances to the goal morsel.
A ixation was labeled a morsel glance if it had a clear preceding
saccade towards the morsel, and a clear following saccade away
from the morsel. Distinguishing morsel glances was diicult when
the robot operated very close to the plate, as eye motion was small
and hard to distinguish from noise. In these cases, morsel ixations
were labeled only when the robot was not also moving in the direction of the gaze motion and when independent ixations were
detected. Thus, morsel glances were identiied conservatively; it is
possible that the coding scheme underestimated the actual number of morsel ixations that occurred. Morsel glances were only
coded for conditions when robot assistance was always on (shared
autonomy) or never on (teleoperation).
Morsel glances were irst performed with an automated heuristic
and then conirmed by manually checking all of the heuristic’s

while unsurprising, underscores the fact that human behaviors are
diferent during shared autonomy and teleoperation modes.
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Figure 3: Histogram of joystick control signal direction
across all trials, separated by robot assistance condition. Joystick control was highly axis-aligned.
classiication against videos of the gaze points. A second coder
manually labeled 10% of the data (randomly selected); the resulting
Cohen’s κ = 0.9415, p < 0.001 indicates high inter-rater reliability.

5

RESULTS

Understanding how people operate robots can provide vital insights
that enable better goal recognition for shared autonomy. Using the
data we collected (Section 3), we irst establish some facts about
how people use the joystick (Sections 5.1 and 5.2). Then, we analyze
pupil size (Section 5.3) and scanpaths (Sections 5.4 and 5.5) to draw
insights about how gaze patterns reveal aspects of the interaction.

5.1

Joystick Control is Axis Aligned

The joystick in this study provides two-axis control in three modes:
x-y mode, z-yaw mode, and pitch-roll mode (Fig. 2). People’s joystick control was strongly aligned to the cardinal directions of
movement. Even though participants could use the joystick to control two degrees of freedom simultaneously by pushing along a
diagonal (thus, for example, moving the robot in x and y at the
same time), people rarely moved the joystick in anything but a
cardinal direction. Fig. 3 shows the direction and magnitude of
joystick control in teleoperation and shared autonomy conditions.
There is slightly greater variance in the joystick directions in shared
autonomy than in teleoperation. (Standard deviations for shared
autonomy: +x: 0.27, +y: 0.30, -x: 0.28, -y: 0.29; SD for teleoperation:
+x: 0.25, +y: 0.24, -x: 0.22, -y: 0.19; all in radians.)

5.2

Robot Assistance Afects Joystick Use

There are six possible joystick control directions (x, y, z, roll, pitch,
and yaw). During shared autonomy, most of people’s input to the
joystick was in x and y directions, whereas during teleoperation,
people’s joystick control inputs were more uniformly distributed
(Fig. 4). To identify whether the distribution of direction inputs
is diferent between robot assistance conditions, we conducted a
χ 2 test of homogeneity. We found that there is a signiicant diference in the frequencies of each control direction between shared
autonomy and teleoperation conditions (χ 2 (5) = 23.376, p = 0.032).
This is not terribly surprising: in shared autonomy, the robot’s
assistance took care of much of the z and rotation movements that
people had to handle themselves in teleoperation mode. Selecting
a particular morsel then became a matter of positioning the robot
along a 2D plane by moving it in the x and y directions. This result,

5.3

Pupil Size Increases During Joystick Use

To understand how people are behaving while they operate a robot, it can be valuable to monitor their real-time cognitive load.
One available metric is pupil size, which several studies [8, 12, 49]
demonstrate is correlated with a person’s cognitive efort. We analyzed participants’ pupil sizes while operating the robot.
First, we found that people’s pupil sizes varied by what assistance
the robot was providing. A one-way repeated measures ANOVA
tested the efect of assistance mode on pupil size, independent of
joystick control, and found a signiicant efect (F (3, 18) = 7.774, p =
0.002). Post-hoc analysis with Bonferroni correction revealed no
signiicant pairwise diferences, though pupils were smaller in the
autonomous mode than in blend mode at a marginal level (p =
0.061). This discrepancy between signiicance of main efects and
pairwise analysis is likely due to the low numbers of uniltered trials
in this analysis; the relatively few acceptable trials and statistically
insigniicant efects require conirmation in future experiments.
Nevertheless, examination of pupil size averages (Fig. 5) suggests
that pupils were generally smaller in the autonomous condition
than any other condition, which could relect the increase cognitive
load required when controlling the robot at all.
We also found that people’s pupils were larger while they were
controlling the joystick than while they were not (Fig. 5). This
efect held across teleoperation, shared autonomy and blend assistance conditions. (The autonomous condition had no joystick
control, so it was omitted from this analysis.) A two-way repeated
measures ANOVA tested the efect of assistance mode (teleoperation, shared autonomy, or blend) and joystick actuation (on or
of) on average pupil size. There was a signiicant efect of joystick
actuation (F (1, 8) = 9.231, p = 0.016), but not assistance mode
(F (2, 16) = 0.434, p = 0.655). The interaction efect was not significant, though it was marginal (F (2, 16) = 3.180, p = 0.069). Thus,
we propose that the user’s increased pupil size while providing
actual control input relects a higher cognitive load, though we look
forward to conirmation with more data.
The pupil size efect, while signiicant, involves very small diferences. In prior work, pupil sizes changed about 0.1mm for a 4mm
pupil, a 2.5% increase during cognitive load [8]. We see a similar
2.5% increase in pupil sizes when the joystick was engaged relative
to pupil size during autonomous trials that had no joystick input.
Pupil sizes can also be afected by other factors such as ambient lighting or personal eye characteristics. This study involved a
naturalistic interaction, so we did not rigidly control visual stimuli
during each trial. However, participants experienced each condition
sequentially, so the ambient lighting varied very little between trials.
Since the order of conditions was counterbalanced, we do not believe there was a systematic efect of ambient lighting on pupil size.
Furthermore, because we perform the analysis as a repeated measures test, we account for any systematic personal characteristics
like emotional state or natural pupil size variability.
In addition, task-based factors other than cognitive efort may
have inluenced pupil size. For example, because the eye tracker
reports pupil sizes as visible pixels in the eye image, it may be that
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Figure 4: Proportion of active control time spent actuating
the joystick in each control direction by robot assistance
type (teleoperation versus shared autonomy).
pupil size diferences relect peripheral versus central gaze. Another
possibility is that blink behaviors occurred more frequently during
non-joystick control periods, and that the eyelid partially occluded
the pupil during blinks which led to smaller sizes detected. To
support the cognitive load hypothesis over the other possibilities,
future data collections should strictly control for lighting, blinks,
and other confounds. Future data collection should also supplement
pupil data with well-established subjective measures of pupil size,
such as the NASA TLX [25], to further establish their validity.

5.4

Pupil diameter difference (px)

Pupil diameter (px)
(difference from subject mean)

Proportion of trial time

1

People Use Visual Feedback For Alignment

By analyzing a participant’s eye behavior during a single trial, we
can identify persistent patterns of gaze behavior. Fig. 6 shows the
vertical position of the participant’s gaze during a teleoperation
trial after stabilization. Since the robot remains above the plate for
the duration of the trial, vertical gaze position is suggestive of what
object the participant is looking at: the participant moves their gaze
up to look at the robot and down to look at the plate. Morsel glances
(see Section 4.3.3) are circled.
The participant begins by glancing at the morsel (at 1s) before
moving the robot at all. Then, the participant performs rough positioning in x and y (1s-6s). At 7s, the participant begins moving
the robot down (in z) to just above the plate, and we see a clear
pattern wherein the participant alternates looking at the morsel
and at the end-efector, likely to monitor their distance visually.
Then, from 12 s to 24 s, the participant rotates the end-efector and
looks only at diferent parts of the robot (presumably to check for
internal collisions). Next (24s-33s), the participant performs a ine
positioning step in x and y, with repeated glances between the endefector and the morsel to ensure alignment. Finally (34s-36s), the
participant does some last minor adjustments (with gaze patterns
too small to be distinguished by the ixation classiier) and triggers
the autonomous spearing action (41s).
We can identify several patterns during this process. First, we
distinguish between two types of morsel glances: planning and monitoring. Monitoring glances are plate glances that occur during
joystick control operations, while the joystick is engaged. Planning glances are plate glances that occur between joystick control
operations, when the joystick is not engaged.
We found that people perform planning glances to the morsel
before initiating motion, as at the beginning in Fig. 6, in 76% of
trials. This gaze behavior accords with observations during human
manipulation: people saccade to a manipulation target before their

Figure 5: Pupil sizes by (a) robot assistance mode and (b) the
presence of joystick actuation. Pupil sizes are systematically
larger during joystick actuation. The autonomous assistance
mode is omitted from (b) since there is no joystick control.
hand begins moving [35, 46]. However, we failed to ind regular
planning glances in a one-second window before each manipulator
movement. For both teleoperation and shared autonomy conditions,
only a small proportion of the one-second windows preceding
joystick control contained any planning glances to the plate (14%
for teleoperation and 13% for shared autonomy). Thus, we see
overall planning behavior, but individual motions do not exhibit
the same efect.
A second pattern of gaze behavior suggested by Fig. 6 is that
people use visual feedback (monitoring glances) mainly during
translation. This pattern holds across all teleoperation trials: a oneway ANOVA showed a signiicant efect of joystick control direction (x, y, z, pitch, yaw, roll) on frequency of monitoring glances
(F (5, 144) = 4.5, p < 0.001). A post-hoc analysis revealed that people displayed signiicantly more plate-monitoring glances while
operating the joystick in the y direction than roll (p = 0.035), pitch
(p = 0.018), or yaw (p = 0.002) directions. Similarly, people displayed signiicantly more plate-monitoring glances while operating
the joystick in the x direction than the yaw (p = 0.029) direction.
The inferential analysis was performed only for the teleoperation
condition; in shared autonomy, there were almost no instances of
joystick control other than in x-y mode (Section 5.2), so the analysis was not performed. The frequency of morsel glances by robot
motion direction are shown in Fig. 7.
This pattern of people using visual feedback is further established by examining the frequency of repeated monitoring glances,
instances of operation during a single mode that contain two or
more monitoring glances. Fig. 6 shows two examples of these repeated glances (shaded in the igure): from 7s to 14s, the participant
repeatedly looks at the morsel to monitor the distance between it
and the end-efector, and from 24s to 33s, the participant checks
the x-y position of the morsel while aligning the end-efector in
that plane. Across the data, we ind this pattern occurs more often
during translation than rotation. Speciically, a one-way ANOVA
for the efect of joystick control mode (x-y, z-yaw, pitch-roll) on frequency of repeated monitoring glance sequences (length ≥ 2) inds
a signiicant diference (F (2, 16) = 7.810, p = 0.004). A post-hoc
test with Bonferroni correction revealed that repeated monitoring glances occurred signiicantly more often in x-y mode than
in pitch-roll mode (mean diference = 0.292, p = 0.015). However,
the absolute frequency of modes with repeated glances is less than
half in any control mode. We note several possible reasons for this
efect. First, during coarse motion far from the morsel, repeated
visual feedback may not be necessary since perfect alignment is
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Figure 7: Mean frequency of planning and monitoring
glances to the plate during each robot assistance mode. Monitoring glances are subdivided by joystick control direction.
* indicates signiicance at the α = 0.05 level; ** at α = 0.01.
not required (in Fig. 6, the participant uses a single planning glance
before the irst x-y motion but does not monitor during the process). Second, when the robot is operating very close to the morsel,
two efects may occur: the end-efector tip and morsel may be
too close to distinguish separate ixations, as in Fig. 6 near 35 s,
and the participant may be using peripheral vision for feedback
and not using separate glances at all. Thus, while we see that this
pattern occurs more often in translation than in rotation, users
need not deploy it consistently during robot operation. In addition, when we analyzed repeated monitoring glances by individual
joystick directions, rather than 2-axis mode, we failed to ind a
signiicant efect. A one-way ANOVA testing the efect of joystick
direction (x, y, z, roll, pitch, yaw) on frequency of repeated monitoring glances was not signiicant (F (5, 14.110) = 1.115, p = 0.348,
with Greenhouse-Geisser correction because sphericity assumption
is violated). Qualitatively, it appears that there are many examples
of people switching between x and y directions during sequences
of repeated monitoring glances.
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circle (monitoring glance). Shaded sections highlight two examples of repeated monitoring glances.

Scanpath Predicts Assistance Condition

Repetitive patterns, such as the above-mentioned plate glances or
pursuits of the robot trajectory, represent behavioral strategies. In

Figure 8: Proportion of joystick control sequences of the
same mode that contained multiple (≥ 2) monitoring
glances, subdivided by their control mode. * indicates significance at the α = 0.05 level.
addition to manually identifying patterns, we performed automatic
classiication of one-second-long sequences of eye movement patterns to discern their discriminative capability [43]. Showing that
these subsequences can be distinguished by assistance mode further
demonstrates that eye gaze provides a rich source of information
about the operator’s intentions.
We irst establish a metric of similarity between the sequences.
We used an edge bundling approach [64] that allows us to visually
adjust the clustering strength (Fig. 9a). This is an extension of the
mean-shift clustering approach for trajectory data and shifts all
trajectories towards the neighboring area of highest trajectory density. Data of all participants and trials was clustered jointly, and the
number of iterations and advection speed was adjusted manually
as shown in Figure 9a. Next, we performed a k-means assignment
of trajectories to pattern clusters. Occurrence frequencies of cluster
representatives were used as features in a k-nearest neighbor classiier (with k = 3) after feature selection using a fast correlation-based
ilter [70]. Three out of 200 such patterns were found to be most
discriminative between autonomous and teleoperation conditions
(Fig. 9b) and allowed for a classiication accuracy of 83% in a leaveone-out cross-validation. Interestingly, the discriminative patterns
seem to identify transitions between the table and an upper location,
probably the robot arm, during the critical aiming phase. Because
this analysis was conducted on non-stabilized data, the clusters

(a) Edge bundling

(b) Discriminative patterns

Figure 9: Certain clusters of one-second-long gaze trajectories could discriminate between autonomous and teleoperation conditions with 83% accuracy. Dots mark the beginning
of a trajectory as direction might be relevant.
may correspond to the same gaze transitions between end-efector
and table as discussed above (red and green in Fig. 9b), though the
clusters are translated in the image frame by head rotation. Because
of this head rotation, the position of the clusters in Fig. 9b does not
match the table position in the chosen representative image, but
does so in the video at the time that they occurred.
Since it only used trajectory frequencies, not trial duration or
robot movement, the . method of extracting gaze trajectories employed here could be used in continuous real-time scenarios. Future
work could train a classiier to infer user intentions from these pure
motion trajectories. The classiication here further demonstrates
the richness of gaze information within the domain of human-robot
shared manipulation.
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DISCUSSION

The biggest challenge of the gaze portion of our analysis was poor
data quality. As described in Section 4.2, we established iltering
criteria based on the relative position of gaze points to known calibration points, which aimed to yield reliable gaze information. Data
quality is afected by many factors, including number and breadth
of calibration points, individual diferences in eye shape, and positioning of the eye camera relative to the eye. Participants in this
study were only calibrated once at the beginning of the trial, which
afected the consistency of gaze data over time. Furthermore, the
low-cost eye tracker we used for this study was monocular and had
a ixed eye camera, so if the eye tracker was positioned poorly for
the user, the data quality was inherently poor. Our experimentation
with an adjustable, binocular eye tracker (acquired after this study)
indicate more reliable tracking behavior, suggesting that one main
issue was that the ixed camera position worked well for some users
and poorly for others. By retaining only the users for which the
positioning and calibration was reliable, we are conident that data
used for analysis is valid. Additional strategies for ensuring higher
data quality in the future include: 1) more sophisticated calibration
techniques (e.g., [58]), 2) a wider-angle world camera to capture the
complete robot arm at all times, and 3) higher sampling rates, which
improves the detection and characterization of the eye movements.
Eye trackers only report central gaze points, so our data doesn’t
reveal if and when people use their peripheral vision to complete
a task. However, people do use peripheral vision and memory to

accomplish manipulation tasksÐlike when we eat bites of food
while reading on our phonesÐparticularly as expertise with the
task increases [4, 35, 55]. Thus, our participants may have used
memory or peripheral vision to monitor the plate’s position, even
without making a saccade to it. Current eye tracking techniques are
insuicient to detect such peripheral gaze, but future studies can
employ task manipulations (e.g., gaze locking [35]) to reveal the
efect of peripheral gaze during shared autonomy manipulation.
One factor we did not control for is expertise. We expect, for
example, that people’s joystick control and mode switching behavior may change as they become more accustomed to the robot. In
addition, studies show that gaze patterns change as people gain
expertise in a task [20, 55, 66]. For example, novices’ gaze tends to
lag behind cursor position in a screen-based task, whereas experts’
gaze leads cursor positions [55]. The practice period given to each
subject before data collection reduced the efect of novelty within
this study, but we expect that as a user learns to more luently
control the robot, their gaze patterns will change. We look forward
to evaluating the efect of expertise in this scenario by bringing
participants back for repeated sessions with the robot.
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CONCLUSION

The goal of this paper was to learn about human control and gaze
behavior during human-robot shared manipulation. To accomplish
this task, we irst performed a study in which participants used an
assistive robot manipulator to perform an activity of daily living at
several diferent assistance levels. We recorded people’s gaze with
a monocular eye tracker as they used the robot in all modes.
We processed gaze data from this study using state-of-the-art
signal processing algorithms to extract features like ixations, saccades, and smooth pursuits. We stabilized the world-facing videos
to account for vestibulo-ocular movements and manually coded
plate-directed glances.
Our analysis of the data revealed that people behave in distinct
patterns. People’s commands to the robot were heavily axis-aligned.
People’s pupil sizes were bigger when people were controlling the
robot than when they were not. In addition, we identify speciic
gaze patterns we termed monitoring and planning glances and
discovered repeated sequences of monitoring glances during xy control of the robot’s end efector. Gaze patterns between robot
assistance conditions are so distinct that a classiier trained on onesecond sequences of gaze could successfully discriminate between
teleoperation and autonomous trials 83% of the time purely using
the dynamics of the gaze scanpaths.
There are three key insights from this work: (1) eye gaze is a
meaningful signal that can reveal important aspects of a humanrobot shared manipulation interaction, as evidenced by our inding
that pupil sizes increased during robot control; (2) both control
signals and gaze behavior during this interaction contain distinct
patterns of behavior; and (3) gaze patterns change when people’s
behavior in the interaction changes (e.g., because of robot assistance), which suggests that models of eye gaze for human-robot
shared manipulation must also consider the robot’s behavior. These
insights inform the design of strategies for task recognition and
assistance during human-robot shared manipulation.
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